
 
 

 

 
 

 

MEDIA RELEASE    
29 May 2019  
 

 
2019 EXCELLENCE IN AGRICULTURE AWARDS  
NOW OPEN TO BENEFIT RURAL COMMUNITIES 
 

The Agricultural Bureau of South Australia has opened its 2019 Spirit of Excellence in Agriculture Awards, 
which offer young farmers and rural youth the opportunity to pursue personal and professional 
development to ultimately benefit their local communities. 
 
Applications are now being accepted for the following awards: 
 

 The Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship sponsored by the Department for Environment and Water 
(DEW) is an $8000 grant for a farmer (aged 18-40) to pursue further study, take a study tour or run a 
special project. DEW is committed to supporting communities and industry to make decisions and 
take action to ensure the sustainable use of our natural resources. 
 

 The Rural Youth Bursary sponsored by Primary Industries and Regions SA (PIRSA) is a $5000 grant for 
rural young people (aged 18-30) working in a rural community, not necessarily in agriculture, to 
undertake further study in their chosen career with an ultimate benefit to their community. PIRSA is 
committed to growing primary industries and driving regional development. 
 

The Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship honours the memory of the late Peter Olsen, a serving member of 
the Advisory Board of Agriculture who was killed in a Whyalla plane crash in 2000. The Scholarship 
acknowledges Peter and his wife Wendy’s passion for environmental management and advocates for 
sustainable farming practices. 
 
Mark Grossman, Chair of the Ag Bureau, says that successful recipients for each award are chosen on their 
abilities, achievements, vision and motivation for success. 
 
“The Ag Bureau of SA is proud to continue to encourage and support rural youth who are working not only in 
primary production but in careers that sustain rural communities,” Mr Grossman said. “We encourage all 
members of the community to nominate and encourage applicants. 
 
“The Bureau also acknowledges the support of both the Department for Environment and Water (DEW) and 
PIRSA, which allows us to provide these prestigious scholarships.” 
  



 
 

 

Applications for the 2019 Spirit of Excellence in Agriculture Awards are open until 5pm on Monday 
September 16 2019. To find out more and apply: www.agbureau.com.au/awards or call (08) 8249 7581. 
The 2019 awards will be presented at the Agricultural Bureau of SA’s annual Spirit of Excellence Awards 
Dinner at the Arkaba Hotel on Friday October 18. 
 
 
Media enquiries: 
Mark Grossman, Chair    Janette Ridgway, Awards Co-ordinator  
0408 085 682      0427 532 338  
 
 
 
AWARD SPONSORS: 

The Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship is sponsored by the Department for Environment and Water Resources 
The Rural Youth Bursary is sponsored by Primary Industries and Regions SA 
 
 

 
  



 
 

 

2018 Spirit of Excellence in Agriculture Award winners  
 
Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship winner: Ruth Sommerville, Spalding 
 

Seeing productive agriculture and functioning ecosystems co-exist in a sustainable partnership in broadacre 
cropping is what motivated Ruth’s 2018 Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship application. 
 

Ruth, husband Damien and their three children (aged 6, 3 and 1) live at Spalding in the Mid North. With two 
other families they farm over 3000 hectares of mainly arable land, growing wheat, barley, canola and oats.  
 

Winning the 2018 Sustainable Agriculture Scholarship has allowed Ruth to forge ahead with building up her 
knowledge and understanding of managing ecosystems to improve productivity. In particular, to identify and 
quantify synergies between improving ecological function and the provision of agricultural services.  
 

Ruth used the scholarship to attend the 2018 Australian Wildlife Management Society Conference in 
Tasmania in December, where the theme was 'Integrating wildlife management, nature conservation and 
production in land, river and seascapes'. 
 

Another aspect of Ruth’s scholarship win was the opportunity to learn firsthand from the Land to Market 
scheme, a grassroots, farmer-driven market transformation program in NSW that identifies and addresses 
the need and emerging demand for ecological outcomes verification.  
 

"I believe for agriculture to be truly profitable and sustainable we need to modify the system so land 
managers see all aspects of their landscape as providing services, as valuable,” Ruth said. “That we place a 
value on having functioning wildlife corridors and water courses; that land managers understand the energy, 
water and biological cycles on their property and are able to improve the overall resilience of their land and 
the broader landscape and community that relies on it.” 
 

Rural Youth Bursary winner – Luke Ramsay, Kimba 
 

A vision to see precision livestock become common practice and to help farmers more easily measure 
production traits to improve profits was the inspiration behind Luke's 2018 Rural Youth Bursary application. 
 

A stud operations manager at Karawatha Park Merinos near Kimba, Luke's work sees him involved with data 

collation and management which complement the stud rams with Australian Sheep Breeding Value (ASBV), 

an estimated breeding value for an animal based on its pedigree and performance records. 
 

Luke also has been building his own data management business to help farmers with recording and 

managing their sheep flocks with objective measurements. As part of this he has been conducting a sheep 

data management trial which aims to demonstrate the improvements that can be made to genetics and 

profit by using data to assist in ewe selection. 
 

Luke has used the $5000 Rural Youth Bursary towards developing a precision guide for sheep farmers that 
easily records data including fleece, micron and body weight measurements. This valuable data can then be 
made available by sellers to prospective purchasers. Luke’s win also allowed him to take a trip to NSW to 
observe and learn from existing practices.  
 
 

 
 


